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Abstract 

The paper inspects the Sultanate Law in India has advanced from strict remedy to the current established and general set of 
laws we have today, navigating through mainstream overall sets of laws and the customary law. The laws of corporate gatherings like 
vendors, dealers, strict trained professionals, fighters, and so on are inspected based on both the regularizing Hindu lawful writings 
and epigraphical sources from different pieces of India. Other late investigations contending that middle age India encountered an 
expanding incorporation of nation and society over bigger center regions are validated according to the point of view of law and 
legitimate organizations. Methodological and hypothetical suggestions are additionally raised to contend that Hindu legitimate 
writings, known as Dharmasastra, are crucial for any set of experiences of Sultanate law and society in archaic India, however just 
when their tendency and object are appropriately perceived. 
 
Keywords: Sariyat, Islamic Law, Parganah, Sultan, Sources, Provincial of Courts, Local Administraion. 
 
Introduction 

The Muslim law was based on the concept of the legal sovereignty of the Shara or Islamic law. The political theory laid 
emphasis on the fact that all Muslims formed one congregation of the faithful’s and it was necessary for them to unite closely in the 
form of an organized community. Though, the end of eleventh Century started the destruction of the Hindu guideline. Neighborhood 
Hindu rulers were assaulted and crushed by unfamiliar intruders of Turkish race. Step by step, old Hindu realms started to crumble. 
The various Hindu states, which came to fruition every now and then, shifting constantly in number, degree, and in their relations with 
one another, only sometimes found a sense of contentment. During the Medieval time frame in India, the Mitakshara School of law 
was the most predominant law gathered by a Chalukya ruler in the eleventh century, which was an extremely distinct translation of the 
law. Today this law has become the premise of Hindu Joint Family laws.  
 

Then, at that point Islam came into India during the eleventh century when Mohammed Ghori crushed Prithviraj Chauhan at 
the Second Battle of Tarain in 1192 AD, with which QutubuddinAibak turned into the main Sultan of Delhi, having a place with the 
Slave Dynasty. During the Sultanate time frame, there were seven courtrooms, identified with seven distinct parts of law. For 
Example-Diwan-I-Mazlim manages questions worried with organization or administration. The Qazi didn't go under any legal 
management and they manage strict laws. Non-Muslims had their independence to rehearse their own laws and to have their different 
courts. Consequently, the legal framework during the Sultanate time frame was not appropriately coordinated. The Islamic guideline 
in India under the title Delhi Sultanate managed from Slave Dynasty to Lodhi Dynasty (1206-1526) after that Babur crushed Ibrahim 
Lodhi what began the standard of the Mughal Empire viably up to A.D.  
 
Concept of Law 

During the Muslim rule in India, Islamic law of Shara was followed by every one of the rulers and Mughal emperors. The 
Muslim followed the rule of equity and abrogating differentiation of class, identity, race and shading. Anyway, this idea of balance 
was relevant just to Muslims; non-Muslims did not partake in every one of the rights and privileges.1 It alludes to the different overall 
sets of laws that have been and keep on being created with the goal of being as per the Islamic confidence. Islamic overall sets of laws 
work in numerous and here and there broken manners. Though, the Sharia contains three fundamental components:  

i. Aqidah concerns all types of confidence and faith in Allah, held by a Muslim.  
ii. Fiqh oversees the connection among man and his Creator (ibadat) and among man a lot (muamalat).  
iii. Political, monetary, and social exercises fall inside the ambit of muamalat.2 

 
Utilization of the particular term 'Islamic law' ought not be perceived as recommending the shortfall of legitimate polycentricity 

(various gatherings and establishments produce Islamic law) or lawful pluralism (inside Islamic social orders, since Islamic and non-
Islamic general sets of laws coincide). There are critical chronicled and considerable differentiations between 'Islamic law' and 

 
1 Singh, Dr. D. R., “Evolution of Criminal Justice”, Indian Journal of Public Administration, July-Sep. 1994 
2 https://corporatefinanceinstitute.com/resources/knowledge/finance/sharia-law/ 
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'Muslim legalities' (the general sets of laws being used by Muslims).3 'Islamic law' alludes to juristic understandings (fiqh) of heavenly 
law (sharīʿah); 'Muslim legalities' alludes to either state law (where Muslims are the greater part or minority) or the lawful acts of non-
state Muslim people group.4 The critical qualification between these two covering classes is that Islamic statute is created by an 
interpretive cycle moored in sanctioned Islamic writings; in correlation, Muslim legalities are produced by an interpretive interaction 
secured in a state or other general set of laws that might possibly be Islamic and with a populace that could conceivably have a 
Muslim greater part (Salaymeh, 2014). The authentic area on Islamic law in this article centers on Arabia and different pieces of the 
Near East, however Islamic law spread globally by the start of the advanced time. This article gives a fundamental outline of Islamic 
legitimate history and key parts of Islamic law.5 

 
Under the Muslim law, non-Muslims didn't partake in every one of the rights and advantages which the Muslims did. They were not 

treated as equivalent to Muslims in law and were classified "zimmis". Their proof was prohibited in the courts against the Muslims. 
They needed to pay an extra expense called „ jizya‟ and as respects other ordinary charges additionally they needed to pay at twofold 
the rate than what a Muslim paid. Hence, the specialty of the Muslim law was that the Muslim criminal law regarded criminal law as a 
part of private law instead of public law. The guideline overseeing the law was more in the idea of giving alleviation to the individual 
harmed in common matters instead of to force Penalty for the offense submitted. It was for the private people to move the State 
hardware against such offenses and the State would not suo-moto take comprehension of the equivalent.6 
 
Sources of Sultanate Law 

The main source of Muslim law i.e., sharia Quran and Sunna or Hadis, which means the practices and traditions of the 
prophet who is considerable to be the best interpret or of Quran. All matters on which Quran was silent, Hadis were regarded as 
paramount authority. 

 
Two other sources were- 

 Izma: Consensus of opinion of the learned in Quran. 
 Qiyas: Analytical reasoning having due regard to the teachings of Muhammad.7 

 
Izma 

The term ijma implies an agreement, for example the understanding between all on a specific place of truth or law. At the 
point when every one of the adjudicators in the Supreme Court consistently consent to a point and articulate judgment on that point, it 
turns into a point of reference and a limiting law. Additionally, Ijma is an idea of law made by agreement of every Islamic law 
specialist or different people of information and ability. 

 
It depends on the conviction that when every one of the most venerated people of the general public having greatest 

information on the Quran have together taken a choice, it ought to be to serve the Muslim people group.8  
 
Like Sunnah were for the most part established and followed by Shia Muslims, Ijma is trailed by the Sunni faction. Ijma 

comes after the Quran and Sunnah as a wellspring of Islamic law. The Sunni Muslims accepted that Ijma is just about as significant as 
the Quran or the Sunna since it comprises the assembled and harmonious assessment of the relative multitude of Muslims. 
Notwithstanding, the Shia group accepted that the Ijmas are not liberated from mistakes and can't be depended on.9 

 
Qiyas 

As Islam spread in various pieces of the world, they rendezvous with a few different networks like Byzantines and Persians 
and with the progression of time new troubles emerged. The Holy Quran was not equipped for managing new arising challenges 
emerging from contact with the rest of the world. This is a last essential wellspring of Muslim law.10 Qiyas implies thinking by 
similarity from over 3 sources i.e., Quran, Sunna and Ijma. In Qiyas rules are concluded by the activity of reason. Qiyas might be 

 
3 https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/social-sciences/islamic-law 
4 http://www.duhaime.org/LegalDictionary/M/MuslimLaw.aspx 
5 https://www.sciencedirect.com/topics/social-sciences/islamic-law 
6 Singh, Dr. D. R., “Evolution of Criminal Justice”, Indian Journal of Public Administration, July-Sep. 1994, pg. 385. 
7 https://www.legalserviceindia.com/legal/article-1876-sources-of-muslim-law.html 
8 https://www.toppr.com/guides/history/the-delhi-sultans/the-delhi-sultanate/ 
9 https://www.legalbites.in/sources-of-muslim-law-in-india/ 
10 https://www.britannica.com/topic/sultan-Islamic-title 
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characterized as an interaction of allowance by which the law of the content is applied to cases, which however not covered by the 
dialects are represented by reason of text. Subsequently, it ought to be noticed that Qiyas doesn't indicate to make another law, yet 
only to apply old set up standards to new conditions.11 

 
States of Validity of Qiyas 

The first source from which Qiyas is reasoned should be fit for being broadened, that is it ought not to be of any exceptional 
nature.  

 The first request of the Quran or hadith to which the interaction of Qiyas is applied ought to not have been revoked or canceled.  
 The consequence of Qiyas ought not be conflicting with some other section of Quran or any settled Sunna.12  
 Qiyas ought to be applied to learn a state of law and not to decide the implications of words utilized.  
 The derivation should not be, for example, to include an adjustment of the law typified in the content.  

 
In this manner one might say that Qiyas is powerless wellspring of law and rules analogically derived don't rank so 

exceptionally high as power, as those set somewhere near Quran and Hadith or by accord (ijma). the reason is that concerning 
analogical allowances one can't be sure that they are what the law provider planned. Such derivation consistently rests upon the use of 
HR which consistently are obligated to blunder13 

 
Hierarchy of Courts 

i. King  
The Administration of equity was one of the essential elements of the King. The ruler was the top of the legal 

association. As indicated by Islamic law, similar to the situation under the Hindu law, the ruler comprised the most elevated 
official courtroom. To keep up with and implement the criminal code was one of the significant elements of the King. Being 
top of the state, he was the incomparable power to oversee equity in his realm.14 The locale of this Court is to attempt a wide 
range of cases;  

ii. Chief Justice of Court 
   It was one more Court at the middle. It was going by Qazi-ul-Quzat. It had same purview as of King's Court. He was 
the sole authority in legal executive and top of the legal wing. All allures of Diwan-eMuzalim and Diwan-e-Syasat were 
discarded by Chief Justice. The Sultan as a rule selects the learned individual as Chief Justice. Letter of arrangement was given 
by Sultan himself. Besides, he might be taken out from his office by Sultan.15 

iii. Diwan-e-Muzalim 
This Court was the prevalent Court in regard of criminal cases. It had the first criminal locale to attempt cases. It is 

the most elevated Court of criminal allure. This court was headed by Sadre Jahan. During Mughal period Sadre Jahan was 
known as Sadr-us-Sudur. 

iv.  Diwan-e-Risalat 
This court was the prevalent and most elevated Court of allure in regard of common cases. It had locale in common 

matters as it were. This court was likewise headed by Sadre Jahan. 
v. Sadar-e-Jahan Court & Officers  

Beside any remaining courts there was Sadre Jahan court. It explicitly manages clerical cases. Sadre Jahan was the 
directing official in this Court. He was otherwise called Sadre Kul. Notice here that this prevalent post was presented by King 
Nasiruddin in 1248. Prior to that in legal executive, Chief Justice was the sole power to attempt a wide range of cases. Ruler 
has named Chief equity to it.16 Sadre Jahan was additionally top of the Diwan-e-Muzalim. From 1248- 1290 he turned into 
the preeminent head of legal executive at supreme level. He was additionally top of the ministerial division. His obligations 
include: arrangement of Qazis in any remaining Courts, organization of equity, issuance of letters and suggestions to 
subordinate officials, high court of allure, and ward in all issue. His different obligations incorporate, choice, everything 

 
11 https://www.legalserviceindia.com/legal/article-1876-sources-of-muslim-law.html 
12 https://www.legalserviceindia.com/legal/article-1876-sources-of-muslim-law.html 
13 https://www.legalbites.in/sources-of-muslim-law-in-india/ 
14 Singh, Dr. D. R., “Evolution of Criminal Justice”, Indian Journal of Public Administration, July-Sep. 1994, pg. 385. 
15 Qureshi, I.H. (1971), The Administration of the Sultanate of Delhi, Oriental Books Reprint Corporation, p. 72. Rizvi, S.A.A. (1978), A History of 
Sufism in India, Delhi, pp. 356-57. 
16 Qureshi, I.H. (1971), The Administration of the Sultanate of Delhi, Oriental Books Reprint Corporation, p. 72. Rizvi, S.A.A. (1978), A History of 
Sufism in India, Delhi, pp. 356-57. 
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being equal (iqta), award of titles (Khitabat), and administration in petitions (Immamat) what's more, manager of every strict 
issue.17 

vi. Diwan-e-Syasat 
It was the transitory Court for authorizing criminal arraignments. It was uniquely in the time of Muhammad 

Tughlaq. He was the Chief official of this Court.18 
 
Provincial Level 

In regions same law was appropriate for Muslims as in focus. There were independent Courts also and officials joined to it. 
There were five courts in the region. The progressive system of courts and officials are clarified as follows:19  

 
i. Adalat Nazim Subah: It has original and appellate purview. It was going by Lead representative. He was otherwise called 

Nazim.20  
ii. Adalat Qazi-e-Subah (Provinvial Qazi Court): It explicitly bargains with Canol and precedent-based law cases. It is likewise re-

appraising gathering for such cases and managed by Chief Qazi delegated by Governor. 
iii. Governor's Bench: Beside lead representative's court there was Governor Bench also. It has likewise unique locale to attempt 

all sort of cases. It was the most elevated redrafting Court in the area. 
iv. Diwan-e-Subah: All income matters are chosen by this court. It has unique and redrafting ward to attempt a wide range of cases 

identified with money and income.   
v. Sadar-e-Subah: This Court especially manages clerical office. In this court at times kings establish an uncommon seat.21 

 
Officers of Provincial level 
The officials in commonplace Courts include:  

i. Governor: The Governor was the head in the region. He addressed Sultan in the region. He used to choose one adjudicator to 
choose issues. He has unique and re-appraising purview. Lead representative's seat was additionally there in which requests 
against decisions were heard. It is essential to specify here that Qazis have no purview to attempt land income cases anyway 
Governor is the sole power to choose them (Basheer, 1941). His principal work was to keep law and control in the region.22 

ii. Qazi-e-Subah: In area there was each other official known as the main common Qazi. He had ward to attempt common and 
criminal cases in the area. He didn't resolve income matters. The legal executive under Chief Provincial Qazi was autonomous. 
However, he was subordinate to the lead representative yet it has not been discovered that lead representative meddled in his 
situation. Qazi-e-Subah was additionally leader of the courts which explicitly manage strict issues. Any remaining Qazis are 
regulated by him in the area. He was liable for organization of equity in the area. He performed significant capacities and 
named by the King. Now and again, he used to go about as acting Chief Justice. His joined officials include: Mufti, Pandit, 
Mohtasib and Dadbak. Dadbak used to see the people who come in the Court when gathered. He was regulatory official in the 
Court.23 

iii. Diwan-e-Subah: Regarding land income cases Diwan was the sole position. Allure lay to the Governor court. 
iv. Sadre Subah: He was the Chief clerical official in the region. He used to choose matters relating to religion. He additionally sat 

in lead representative's seat with Qazi-e-Subah. He addressed Sadre Jahan in territory. He used to choose just those cases which 
are not in the locale of the Qazis.24 
 

Sarkars or District Head Quarters 
In regions there were six separate courts and officials connected to it to perform legal capacities. These courts are:  

i. Qazi Court: He used to choose a wide range of common and criminal cases. He additionally heard claims from parganas, Kotwals and 
Foujdars. It is the most elevated court of allure in the region).25 

 
17 Habib, M. (1981), Politics and Society During the Early Medieval Period, Vol. 2, New Delhi: Peoples Publishing House, p. 99-115, 158, 
18 Ibid.  
19 Munir, M. (2012), “The Administration of Justice in the Reign of Akbar and Awrangzib: An Overview”, Journal of Social Sciences 
20 Islam R. and Bosworth C. E. The Delhi Sultanate, ISBN 978-92-3-103, pp. 275-277. 
21 Jackson, P. (1999), The Delhi Sultanate: A Political and Military History, Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, pp. 242-244. 
22 Vincent, J.C.M. (2010), “Legal Culture and Legal Transplants: The Evolution OF the Indian Legal system (with reference to Private Law)”, Isaidat 
Law Review for the Società Italiana di Ricerca nel Diritto Comparato (SIRD) 
23 ibid 
24 ibid 
25 ibid 
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ii. Dadbak or Mir Adl: This Court was made by later Sultans i.e Lodis. They used to choose matters which are simply polite and 
of unimportant nature. Allure of this court lay to common Qazi Court).26 

iii. Faujdar: In criminal cases Foujdar used to choose matters. Such matters are not capital but rather of insignificant nature. 
iv. Sadr: In area Sadr explicitly bargains with land and enlistment cases). 
v. Amils: Land income cases in region were chosen by Amils. 
vi. Kotwals: This court was dynamic in managing insignificant criminal cases. Police cases are additionally in its ward.27 

 
Officers Attached to District Courts 

These include: first, District Qazi: He was the Chief legal official in the district. He used to choose a wide range of cases in 
the locale. He zeroed in on all inquiries of law and realities. He may likewise take assessment of mufti in this respect. He was the head 
in the area and used to choose minors, neurotics, missing people, and intestate property, Waqf and Trust cases also. His obligation was 
additionally to regulate area prison. His appended workplaces are same as of Provincial Qazi. Other staff of court included:28  

 
i. Katib (For composing proof and proclamations in the Court) 
ii. Faqih (for composing Fatwas or Precedents in Court) 
iii. Nazir (To regulate Establishment) 
iv. Subordinate assistants (For true work)29 
v. Barqandaz (For motivation behind security in the Court). Next to them Akhbar-Nawis were additionally joined to this court; 

Second, Foujdar: The arrangement of Foujdar was made by Lead representative. He used to choose frivolous criminal cases. In 
case there was danger in regards to security, he became dynamic (Azizuddin, 2013). The third official is Kotwal. His forces are 
likewise restricted to trivial criminal cases.30 
 

Parganah Head Quarters 
A Parganah was isolated into a gathering of towns. For each gathering of towns there was a Village Assembly or Panchayat, 

an assortment of five driving men to care for the leader and legal undertakings. The Sarpanch or Administrator was designated by the 
Nazim or the Faujdar. The Panchayats chose common and criminal instances of a simply nearby person (Cyril, 2010). The courts and 
officials connected in Parganas include:  

i. Qazi-eParganah: It was the least court. It has ward to attempt all Civil, Criminal and Canon law cases 
ii. Kotwal: Beside Qazi-e-Parganah court there was Kotwal court whose ward was restricted to insignificant Criminal cases.31  

 
Judicial Officers in Qazi-e-Parganah Court  

In the first place, Qazi-e-Parganah: Sultans have followed the act of Abbasid model under which in every town there was one 
Qazi-e-parganah. He had every one of the forces aside from claim. The Second official is Kotwal who used to choose minor Criminal 
cases. The third official was known as Shiqhdar. The Shiqhdar was dynamic when Kotwal was missing. He has some authoritative 
forces in the town. He additionally required forestalling commission of wrongdoing in towns. 32 
 
Conclusion 

Finally, it preceded that the rulers of Delhi had zeroed in on the overall set of laws along these lines required fairness from 
judges while choosing the cases. They required severe adherence and recognition of Shari'ah law and guaranteed regard for it. Nobody 
was permitted to disregard it under any conditions. The Sultan was the Chief and sole expert in India. He was additionally the last 
court of allure. Kings have separated subjects into various offices. Each top of the division was needed to do equity in his ability. 
Rulers have likewise imposed expense on the horticultural produce and individual property. As far as legal executive, Sultans have 
isolated their realm into focus and areas. Regions were partitioned into locale and areas were further sub-isolated into parganas. At 
focus there were six courts with various capacities and officials connected to such courts were Sultan, Chief Justice, Sadre Jahan, 

 
26 ibid 
27 Munir, M. (2012), “The Administration of Justice in the Reign of Akbar and Awrangzib: An Overview”, Journal of Social Sciences. 
28 Islam R. and Bosworth C. E. The Delhi Sultanate, ISBN 978-92-3-103 
29 ibid 
30 ibid 
31 Qureshi, I.H. (1971), The Administration of the Sultanate of Delhi, Oriental Books Reprint Corporation, p. 72. Rizvi, S.A.A. (1978), A History of 
Sufism in India, Delhi 
32 ibid 
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Muftis furthermore, Ministers. There was extraordinary obligation on the shoulders of the central equity for organization of equity. At 
times Sadre Jahan likewise used to perform elements of Chief Justice anyway he was the Chief top of the ministerial office. In 
territories, all legal capacities are performed by the common Qazialong with Governor. The sole occupation of Governor was to keep 
law and control in a region. In locale, there was area Qazi who used to administer equity as per Shari'ah. Same is the situation in 
Towns. For armed force uncommon Qazis were named to determine their issues in cantonment region. The officials connected to all 
courts were: Mufti, Pundit (for Hindus just), Mohtasib and Foujdar or Kotwals.  

 
The paper has uncovered that the legal executive was free in the rule of Sultans. They didn't meddle with legal executive. 

There was a harmony between chief, governing body and Judiciary however Sultans were more incredible i.e., the sole position. As 
far as enactment he used to be helped by Chief Justice and Muftis. Rulers didn't just zero in on law however on ethical quality also and 
for this reason they have designated Mohtasibs. Normal legal framework was relevant to all Muslims and others.  
 


